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Release Updates

The following are implemented in 4.61:

1. Change Requests implemented

2. General changes and

improvements

3. Fixes

Change Requests Implemented

NI014, JR-CALC guidelines button on the start page (13619)

It is possible to show the JRCalc on the start page by entering jrcalc://0 to the

DefaultGuidlineDocument setting

http://localhost:3000/decode_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f6a326c326f396a397532
tel:441241635
tel:490212750


NI015, Minor ePCR changes (13618)

Implementation of a set of minor ePR changes.

SC337, Output report vs Email addresses (13625)

Implemented the possibility to �lter available output reports based on destination.

If a report is selected only allowed referral destinations will be available.

Availability is con�gured in the LimitEmailAdressesPresented setting

SC339, Graphnet SSO (13500)

SCAS can in earlier releases use the Orion SSO to access the shared patient record

system in Hampshire CHIE. With this CCN the Thames valley shared record will be

available by using the GraphnetSSO. 

SC342, Presenting complaint search (13616)

Following the introduction of the SNOMED updates, users have struggled to �nd

the most appropriate entry for the ‘Presenting Complaint’ �elds. In this CCN a

search functionality was put in place to make the selection easier. The search is

done on the chief complaint but when a selection is done, both the chief complaint

and the corresponding category is set.



SC343, Meds changes for IOW (13617)

Addition of new medications to be used by IOW.

SC345, Respiratory Assessment Tab (13741)

Addition of a new ePR page with the corresponding updates to reports

SW2.029, Clinical validation (13622)

Implemented web listing of records in need of clinical validation. Validators having

this tool open will see any new validation requests and by clicking the request the

record opens in the clinical workstation.

SW2.035, Referral form matching (13623)

Implemented the possibility to �lter available output reports based on destination.

If a report is selected only allowed referral destinations will be available.



Availability is con�gured in the LimitEmailAdressesPresented setting

SW2.063, Issues with automation (13621)

A set of changes on the automated referrals to make the functionality better. The

changes are to do the GP email address lookup as soon as possible, added visual

feedback on referral status, and some minor visual improvements.

SW2.067, Add Metoxy�urane to medications (13682)

A minor medication list update

General changes and improvements

EPR updates after UAT, NIAS (13649, 13763)

Adjustments to "reservnummer" validation for Jönköping (13672)

Support for modern browsers (13759)

Possible to con�gure default browser used from MMM

Fixes

INC0107607, Fix for AdminTool map not showing (13772)

INC0108108, Fix for a problem where it wasn't possible to open patient on CWS

after sending an alarm, Jönköping (13761)

Fix for audit log viewer not able to list entries if too many and searching for free

text (13157)

Fix for WebPortal, that sometimes audit logs "Unknown" as username, SWAS

(13579)

Fix for crash when too much information in body map, NIAS (13591)

Fix for Smart Server Installer that crashes when installing on a new server (13593)

INC0107307, Fix for problem with pain score sync between vital signs and pain

assessment (13607)

Fix of problem with GP reports, possible to queue multiple reports, SCAS (13737)

Changes to Bluetooth device driver selection could earlier cause the device to hang

(13739)

Added additional logging to monitor windows airplane mode since this has caused

some error reports (13740)

INC0108125, �x for a problem with signing ePR because of duplicate required

�elds in presenting chief complaint, SCAS (13749)

Fixes on datacenter sychronization, OMNII (13760)

Fix for alarm sounds playing when silenced (13653)

No ST analyze will now show the reason why the ST analyze fail on PU (13665)

Fix in NIBP trends, all NIBP value will now show in the NIBP trend diagram when

using autocapture (13614)



Fix in ECG Review, beat detections are now synched to the ecg (13643)

INC0108198, �x of screen freezing (13825)

Installation and deployment

For installing this release. Please contact our Service and Support at the below

addresses.

UK market: support@ortivus.co.uk

Other markets: support@ortivus.com

Release Information

This is a commercial release on the following markets:

• Norway

• Sweden

• United Kingdom

• Italy

This is also a system component release for the following markets

• Singapore

Upgrade to this release can be done from release 4.2 and onwards.

Please contact your customer representative for more information.
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